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Abstract—We use ideas from game theory to transform two
families of authentication protocols so that even an intruder
attacks a protocol, its payoff will still be lower than when it
does not. This is particularly useful in resisting or discouraging
a powerful and rational intruder (as present in military
applications) who makes many attempts to break a protocol
because (1) even the intruder fails, a denial of service attack is
still mounted successfully, and (2) in a password-based protocol,
the chance of a successful attack increases quite significantly as
more and more attempts are launched to guess the password.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Ideas from game theory have been used to design a
number of rational secret sharing schemes recently [11], [9],
[13], [8], [12]. In such a protocol, each party is initially
allocated a share of a secret from a trusted dealer, and the
secret can be reconstructed only when a sufficient number
of shares are combined together. While parties in rational
secret sharing schemes can act on their own interests,1 i.e.
all parties want to learn secret above all but otherwise prefer
that no other players learn secret, this notion of players’
rationality or self-interest is not applicable in authentication
and key-agreement protocols. For example, all trustworthy
nodes should always incorporate to complete an authenti-
cation protocol successfully instead of being self-interested,
because it is in their mutual interest to agree on the same
(and possibly public) data.

We instead observe that in a hostile environment, such
as military and battle fields, there is always the presence
of a powerful intruder who can intercept and modify data
transmitted over a high-bandwidth but insecure channel,
such as WiFi or the Internet. It is always in the intruder’s
interest to intervene and attempt to break many protocol
runs, i.e. as in game theory the intruder here isrational
in the sense that he or she always tries to maximise his
or her payoff. In other words, the intruder does no worse
(and potentially does better) by attacking many protocol runs
because:

• With some probabilityε: his or her attack is successful,
and this means that the intruder successfully manages
to fool trustworthy parties into, for example, believing
corrupt data.2

1It is equally important to point out that similar notion of self-interested
parties also applies to rational exchange protocols whose concept was
introduced by Syverson [25] and subsequently formalised in a game theory
model by Buttýan et al. [5]. In a fair exchange, a party accepts to deliver
an item iff it receives another item in return, and hence it makes sense for
protocol participants to be self-interested.

2Both families of authentication protocols considered in this paper have
ε in the range[2−32, 2−16], which makes a successful attack far more
likely than the chance of breaking ciphers or cryptographic hash functions
whose security is of order280 or 2160.

• With probability1−ε: his or her attack is not successful,
but then at least the intruder has successfully mounted
a denial of service attack, and thus has prevented
honest parties from agreeing on the same data. In
a password-based protocol, an incorrect guess of a
short password means that the chance of correctly
guessing the password will increase quite significantly
in subsequent runs, which further encourages the
intruder to mount another attack.

• In many cases, e.g. password-based protocols, we can
put a limit k on the number of failed attempts an in-
truder can make. Under such a circumstance, a rational
intruder only quits or stops attacking the protocol when
(1) it is successful in thetth attempt wheret ≤ k, or
(2) it fails in all k attempts.

These features motivate us to use techniques in game theory
to redesign authentication protocols to discourage this kind
of rational intruder.

Our main contribution is a general transformation in
which we introduceirrational behaviours an honest node
can pursue under some probability, such that even a dis-
honest node or the intruder deviates from a run its payoff
will still be lower than in an equilibrium where everyone
faithfully follows the protocol. In other words, the intruder
does not have any incentive to attack a protocol, which is
very similar to the concept of Nash equilibrium in game
theory. We then demonstrate how this protocol transfor-
mation works and benefits two families of authentication
protocols, namely password-based authentication (or key
agreement) schemes [2], [3], [4] and manual authentication
protocols [1], [6], [14], [16], [17], [18], [19], [26], though
other cryptographic applications can potentially benefit from
our work. We note that our analysis works best with pro-
tocols that are immune to (off-line) searching and analysis,
i.e. the only way an intruder can gain any advantage is by
interacting with or intervening in a protocol. For otherwise,
there is no need for a rational intruder to interact and attack
a protocol in the way we describe earlier, because most of
the work can be done off-line quietly.

In Section II, we present our protocol transformation as
well as use it to protect authentication protocols against
an intruder who only can attack up to a single protocol
run (or a single-run attack). This analysis will be formally
extended to deal with multiple-run attacks on both password-
based authentication schemes of Section III and manual
authentication protocols of Section IV.

While we believe that we are the first to study the
notion of including irrational behaviours into honest parties’
activities tailored specifically for authentication protocols,
such idea can be traced back to earlier work in other
context of rational secret sharing protocols. In order to
encourage an intruder to give up attacking a protocol, it
is probably inevitable that we need to give something,



which is less damaging than a successful attack, back to
the intruder in each normal run. Both rational secret sharing
schemes of Gordon and Katz [11] and Fuchsbauer et al. [9]
follow this strategy by allowing a trustworthy dealer to send
invalid shares of secret to players at the beginning of some
iterations, or forcing honest nodes to proceed in a sequence
of fake runs followed by a single real one. Both of these
require extra rounds of protocol runs, as in the case in our
protocol transformation of Table I.

II. PROTOCOL TRANSFORMATION

For simplicity pairwise authentication schemes are con-
sidered, where two trustworthy partiesA and B want to
authenticate or agree on the same data, though our protocol
transformation and analysis can be generalised to group
authentication scenarios [19], [27]. In these authentication
schemes, it is in the parties’ interest to follow the protocol,
since bothA and B seek to agree on the same data. The
job of a rational intruder is to break a protocol run and
maximise his or her payoff. No specific protocol is given
until multiple-run attacks are considered in subsequent sec-
tions, because for single-run attacks our suggested changes
in the behaviour of honest parties are independent of the
type of authentication protocols whether they are based on
passwords [2], [3], [4] or human interactions [1], [17], [18],
[19], [26], [27]. These changes, which are summarised in
Tables I and II, aim to discourage the intruder from attacking
a protocol.

Using the protocol transformation specified in Table I, we
arrive at the following theorem.

Theorem 1: Suppose that an intruder can only attack
up to a single run of an authentication protocol and succeed
with probability ε, then to discourage the intruder from
attacking this protocol, this inequality must hold:

α >
εU+ + (1− ε)U−

U

Proof: If the intruder does not misbehave, his or her
expected payoff in each run isαU . If the intruder misbe-
haves, his or her expected payoff of a single-run attack is
εU+ + (1− ε)U−. To achieve our aim, we need to find the
value ofα such that the following inequality holds:

αU > εU+ + (1− ε)U−

α >
εU+ + (1− ε)U−

U
=

U− + ε(U+ − U−)
U

So as long as this is true, it is in the intruder’s interest not
to intervene and manipulate data transmitted in any protocol
run.

We observe that no matter how bigU+ is, ε(U+−U−) can
be made extremely small relative toU andU−, e.g. increas-
ing the length of the password or universal hash functions
as in protocols of Sections III and IV will exponentially

Protocol transformation

In an authentication protocol where parties seek to agree
on the same data, we introduce the following irrational
behaviour to resist a rational intruder.

• With probabilityα: honest partyA will authenticate
or transmit some useless and random data which
might include a random (RSA or Diffie-Hellman)
public key pkA whose corresponding private key
is not known toA, so that even when a run is
complete and successful, i.e. the intruder does
not misbehave, it is a waste of time for the other
honest partyB to receive and possibly usepkA to
encrypt and transmit confidential data toA.

When this happens, after a period of timeA will
initiate another run withB to revoke all useless
data agreed in the previous run and to authenticate
meaningful data. Since it is in the intruder’s
interest thatA deliberately authenticates useless
data, we denoteU the intruder’s payoff in this case.

• With probability 1 − α: party A faithfully follows
the protocol, and thus if the intruder does not
misbehave the protocol run will be successful, and
there is no payoff for the intruder in this case.

When the intruder intervenes and modifies data trans-
mitted in a protocol run, then regardless of whetherA
misbehaves or not, there are two possibilities:

• With probabilityε the intruder’s attack is successful
and its payoff isU+.

• With probability1−ε the intruder’s attack fails but
it will still be given some payoffU− for stopping
A andB agreeing on the same data.

Based on the damages an intruder can cause to honest
parties, it is clear thatU+ ≥ U ≥ U−.

Table I
PROTOCOL TRANSFORMATION.

Intruder Strategy Outcome Payoff of
attacks of party A of protocol intruder

No Faithful Succeed 0
No Unfaithful Succeed U
Yes Any Succeed U+

Yes Any Fail U−

Table II
A SUMMARY OF THE GAME.



decrease the value of the successful probabilityε. Hence,
the above inequality can be simplified to

α > U−/U

We did not specify the range of value ofU− in Table I
because when the intruder benefits from a denial of service
attack (for stopping parties agreeing on the same data and/or
further knowledge of a password) thenU− is probably not
too small relative toU . On the other hand,U− becomes
very small or perhaps insignificant if we also consider honest
parties’ suspicion that an intruder is active after several failed
protocol runs.

The above analysis only takes into account single-run
attacks, in practice a rational intruder as defined in Section I
would attack many protocol runs until (s)he is successful.
For this reason, it is desirable that we consider the case of
multiple-run attacks on authentication protocols.

III. M ULTIPLE-RUN ATTACKS ON PASSWORD-BASED

PROTOCOLS

Any secure password-based (authentication or key-
agreement) protocol needs to resist off-line searching, i.e.
the only way to find out a guess of a password is correct
is to interact with the protocol. Our analysis here applies to
many secure password-based protocols, but for clarity we
give the definition of the Diffie-Hellman-based Encrypted
Key Exchange scheme of Bellovin and Merritt [2], [3].
This protocol establishes a shared private keygxy, where
gx and gy are Diffie-Hellman keys ofA and B, from a
short passwordpw using an encryption schemeEpw() and
a cryptographic hash functionhash(). Since passwords are
usually very short and unchanged for a period of time, the
chance of a successful attack increases quite significantly
as more and more attempts are launched to guess the
passwords. We stress that this feature of a password-based
scheme, which is different from other kinds of authentication
protocol, is particularly relevant to our discussion, because
it will encourage the intruder to keep guessing the password
in many protocol runs until (s)he finally gets it right.

Password-based Encrypted Key Exchange
EKE [2], [3]
1. A −→ B : A ‖ Epw(gx)
2. B −→ A : Epw(gy) ‖ hash(sk ‖ 1)

wheresk = hash(A ‖ B ‖ gx ‖ gy ‖ gxy)
3. A −→ B : hash(sk ‖ 2)

In practice we usually limit the number of failed attempts an
intruder can make, e.g. three wrong guesses and the protocol
will stop running, and thus we denotek the limit of number
of attacks an intruder can launch on a protocol. If a password
is randomly selected from{1, . . . , n}, then3 1 ≤ k ≤ n and

3It does not make sense fork > n because there are at mostn different
values for a password, provided that the password is unchanged throughout
the intruder’s multiple-run attack.

No. of Outcome Probability Payoff
attempts of intruder

1 Succeed ε = ε1 = 1
n U+

2 Succeed (1− ε1)ε2 = 1
n U− + U+

3 Succeed (1− ε1)(1− ε2)ε3 = 1
n 2U− + U+

...
...

...
...

t Succeed εtΠt−1
i=1(1− εi) = 1

n (t− 1)U− + U+

...
...

...
...

k Succeed εkΠk−1
i=1 (1− εi) = 1

n (k − 1)U− + U+

k Fail Πk
i=1(1− εi) = n−k

n kU−

Table III
A SUMMARY OF THE GAME AGAINST A PASSWORD-BASED PROTOCOL.

the chance of correctly guessing the password the first time
is ε = ε1 = 1/n. If an attacker’s first guess is incorrect,
then the second guess is successful with probabilityε2 =
1/(n − 1). For all k ∈ {1, . . . , n} we haveεk = 1/(n −
k + 1). We summarise the intruder’s accumulative payoff
and probability that (s)he is successful (or unsuccessful) up
to k attempts in Table III. We note that thesek attempts
do not need to be consecutive and can be interleaved with
any number of protocol runs which are not attacked by the
intruder.

To discourage an intruder from attacking a protocol in
multiple runs, we use the protocol transformation of Table I.
The following theorem demonstrates that ask increases the
probability α that honest partyA behaves irrationally also
goes up but very slowly.

Theorem 2: Suppose that an intruder is allowed to
attack a password-based protocol up tok runs for any
k ∈ {1, . . . , n = 1/ε}, and the intruder quits iff (s)he is
successful in thetth attempt wheret ≤ k or fails in all k
attempts as seen in Table III. Then to discourage the intruder
from attacking the protocol, this inequality must hold:

α >
εU+ + (1− ε)U−

U
+

(
U+ − U−

U

)
k − 1

n(2n− k + 1)

Proof: When an intruder decides to attack a protocol up
to k runs, from Table III, the expected (or average) number
of protocol runs the intruder intervenes is

N =
1
n

+
2
n

+
3
n

+ · · ·+ k

n
+

k(n− k)
n

=
k(2n− k + 1)

2n

Similarly, the expected accumulative payoff of the intruder’s
multiple-run attack can be computed as follows

P =
U+

n
+

U− + U+

n
+ · · ·+ (k − 1)U− + U+

n
+

k(n− k)U−

n

=
kU+

n
+ U−

[
1
n

+
2
n

+ · · ·+ k − 1
n

+
k(n− k)

n

]



=
kU+

n
+

k(2n− k − 1)U−

2n

Since the payoff an intruder gets from not attacking a
protocol in each run isαU , in order to discourage the
intruder from attacking a password-based protocol up tok
runs, we must have:

αUN > P

α >
kU+

nUN
+

k(2n− k − 1)U−

2nUN

α >
2U+

(2n− k + 1)U
+

(2n− k − 1)U−

(2n− k + 1)U

α >

(
1
n

+
k − 1

n(2n− k + 1)

)
U+

U
+(

1− 1
n
− k − 1

n(2n− k + 1)

)
U−

U

α > (ε + ∆)
U+

U
+ (1− ε−∆)

U−

U

α >
εU+ + (1− ε)U−

U
+

(
U+ − U−

U

)
∆

where∆ = k−1
n(2n−k+1) .

Sincen ≥ k ≥ 1, ask increases then so do both∆ and
α, and moreoverε > ∆ ≥ 0. This implies that

• The difference between the bounds forα with respect
to single-run (see Theorem 1) andn-run attacks is(

U+−U−

U

)
∆ < ε

(
U+−U−

U

)
, which can be made

arbitrarily small by exponentially decreasing the value
of ε, i.e. increasing the password length.

• If this protocol can discourage ak-run attack, then it
can also discourage at-run attack for anyt ≤ k.

IV. M ULTIPLE-RUN ATTACKS ON MANUAL

AUTHENTICATION PROTOCOLS

In contrast to password-based schemes, the chance of a
successful attack on a manual authentication protocol run
remains unchanged regardless of how many times an attack
is launched. This property applies to all secure protocols of
this type, whether they provide oneway, pairwise or group
authentication [19].

Our analysis here applies to every manual authentication
protocol, but for clarity we give the pairwise version of
the SHCBK protocol of the author [18], [19], [20]. In this
scheme, partiesA and B want to authenticate their public
datamA/B from human interactions to remove the need of
passwords, private keys and PKIs. The single arrow (−→)
indicates an unreliable and high-bandwidth link (e.g. WiFi
or the Internet) where messages can be maliciously altered,
whereas the double arrow (=⇒) represents an authentic and
unspoofable channel. The latter is not a private channel

(i.e. anyone can overhear it) and it is usually very low-
bandwidth since it is implemented by humans, e.g., hu-
man conversations, text messages or manual data transfers
between devices.hash() and uhash() are cryptographic
and universal hash functions. Long random keyskA/B are
generated byA/B, andkA must be kept secret until afterkB

is revealed in Message 2. Operators‖ and⊕ denote bitwise
concatenation and exclusive-or.

A pairwise manual authentication protocol
[18], [19], [20]
1. A −→ B : mA, hash(kA)
2. B −→ A : mB , kB

3. A −→ B : kA

4. A =⇒ B : uhash(kA ⊕ kB, mA ‖ mB)

To ensure both parties share the same data, the human
owners of devicesA andB have to compare a short universal
hash value of 16–32 bits manually. Since the universal hash
key kA ⊕ kB always varies randomly from one to another
run, the probability of a successful attack on a each protocol
run ε equals the collision probability of the universal hash
function.4

Definition 1: [7], [22], [24] An ε-almost universal
hash function,uhash : R × X → Y , must satisfy that
for everym, m′ ∈ X (m 6= m′): Pr{k∈R}[uhash(k, m) =
uhash(k,m′)] ≤ ε

Intuitively the value ofα (the probability that partyA
behaves irrationally as defined in Table I) required to dis-
courage the intruder from attacking a manual authentication
protocol in multiple runs should be the same as in a single
run of Theorem 1. But we will formally state and prove this
result in Theorem 3.

Theorem 3: Suppose that an intruder is allowed to
attack a manual authentication protocol up tok runs for
any k ≥ 1, and the intruder quits iff (s)he is successful in
thetth attempt wheret ≤ k or fails in all k attempts as seen
in Table IV. Then to discourage the intruder from attacking
the protocol, this inequality must hold:

α >
εU+ + (1− ε)U−

U
We summarise the intruder’s accumulative payoff and prob-
ability of success and failure in Table IV.

Proof: When an intruder attacks a protocol up tok runs,
from Table III, the expected (or average) number of runs the
intruder intervenes in this protocol is:

N = ε + 2ε(1− ε) + · · ·+ kε(1− ε)k−1 + k(1− ε)k

= 1 + (1− ε) + (1− ε)2 + · · ·+ (1− ε)k−1

The second equality holds because for any integert ≥ 1 we
have(1− ε)t = t(1− ε)t−1ε+(t+1)(1− ε)t− t(1− ε)t−1.

4We note that our protocol transformation of Table I and the analysis of
this section also apply to other manual authentication protocols, including
schemes of Vaudenay [26] anďCagalj et al. [6], which do not use a universal
hash function.



No. of Outcome Probability Payoff of
attempts intruder

1 Succeed ε U+

2 Succeed ε(1− ε) U− + U+

3 Succeed ε(1− ε)2 2U− + U+

...
...

...
...

t Succeed ε(1− ε)t−1 (t− 1)U− + U+

...
...

...
...

k Succeed ε(1− ε)k−1 (k − 1)U− + U+

k Fail (1− ε)k kU−

Table IV
A SUMMARY OF THE GAME AGAINST A MANUAL AUTHENTICATION

PROTOCOL.

The expected accumulative payoff of the intruder’s
multiple-run attack can be computed as follows

P = εU+ + ε(1− ε)(U− + U+) + · · ·+
ε(1− ε)k−1((k − 1)U− + U+) + (1− ε)kkU−

= U+ε
[
1 + (1− ε) + · · ·+ (1− ε)k−1

]
+

U−(1− ε)[ε + 2ε(1− ε) + · · ·+
(k − 1)ε(1− ε)k−2 + k(1− ε)k−1]

= U+εN + U−(1− ε)N
= N

[
U+ε + U−(1− ε)

]
Since the payoff an intruder gets from following this proto-
col in each run isαU , in order to discourage the intruder
from attacking a protocol in multiple runs, we must have:

αUN > P

α >
εU+ + (1− ε)U−

U

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

We have introduced the use of ideas from game theory to
redesign two families of authentication protocols, namely
password-based authentication and manual authentication
protocols, to make them resilient against a powerful and
rational intruder. In these protocols, only the intruder and
dishonest parties are self-interested and all other trustworthy
protocol participants should incorporate to complete a pro-
tocol run successfully, since this is in their mutual interest
to agree on the same data.

It is also worth to point out that our strategy in transform-
ing these protocols does not require the presence of a trusted
third party or a dealer (whether on- or off-line) at any stage
of a protocol as usually required in rational secret sharing

schemes. All communication channels are public, and there
is no need for any assumption on simultaneous broadcast.

While we have explored the notion of rational and
powerful intruder in two types of authentication protocols,
our work reported here opens the way to a number of
new problems. The first set of questions consists of direct
extension of the results presented here. For example, the kind
of rational intruder considered here might not be present in
some applications, and hence can one formally define and
model a weaker intruder so that the probability that honest
nodes need to behave irrationally can be reduced further? We
note that there is no need to use the protocol transformation
of Table I in every scenario, instead one can switch it on
or off depending on the anticipated level of threat, risk or
presence of a powerful intruder in each application. And
how relevant the notion of a rational intruder is to other
types of authentication protocols which are based on PKIs or
long private keys. The second set of questions is more open-
ended. As a rational and powerful intruder exists in hostile
environment, can one transform other families of crypto-
graphic protocols to make them more resilient against this
kind of intruder? Since our protocol transformation works
best when protocols are immune to (off-line) searching, can
it be relaxed or modified to accommodate a wider variety
of possible attacks that are relevant to other cryptographic
primitives, including message authentication codes?
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